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Abstract: The movement principium of rotation joint of umbrella antenna was studied 

and the motion reliability model of rotation joint based on unascertained theory was built. 

Synthetically considering the undulatory property of the output moment of motor, 

non-homogeneity of material parameter and dimension errors, this paper treats the 

mechanism motion function as one with some unascertained variables. With the 

application of computational theory of unascertained rational numbers, the reliability 

calculation formulas are built corresponding to the performance functions according to 

moment and work respectively and the motion reliability of rotation moment in the whole 

spreading process is predicted. Compared to the existing random method, the proposed 

method is easy to use. Reliability can be predicted with higher confidence even with 

inadequate data or insufficient information. Finally, the possible values and confidences of 

unascertained performance function of antenna rotation joint are given by an example, 

which confirms the rationality and feasibility of the presented method. 

Keywords: Structural reliability, unascertained theory, antenna, deployment mechanism, 

rotation joint. 

1.   Introduction 

Due to the limit of volume and structural form of rocket carrying storehouse, large 

satellite antennas adopt folding scheme at the period of launching commonly. Therefore 

the deployment mechanism is an indispensable part of deployable antenna. To some extent, 

it is essential to the satellite launching mission that the antenna can be deployed and 

locked to the working mode successfully. If the deployment mechanism fails, the antenna 

can not be deployed normally so that the immense resources invested to the launch will be 

wasted entirely. For the purpose of ensuring the antenna deploying successfully in outer 

space, it’s essential to have reliability analysis on the satellite antenna deploying 

mechanism in deployment stage. 

The mechanical part of the satellite antenna deployment device is a mechanism. 

Because of the mechanical complication, changeable shape and various failure 

mechanisms, reliability of mechanism is harder to be calculated than structural reliability 

when available theories and methods are still not commonly accepted. Generally speaking, 

there are performance function and safety margin to solve this issue. However, no 

quantitative method is presented to calculate reliability of space mechanism [1, 2].  
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The focuses of researches in other countries are the design of the deployment mechanism 

and deploying dynamic analysis [3-8]. 

    For the influence of physical parameters of materials, producing and assembling 

errors and environment temperature, many unascertained properties exist in the movement 

process of deployment mechanism. According to some published papers on the analysis of 

uncertain structures, the structural uncertainty is regarded as randomness [9] or fuzziness 

[10]. Nevertheless, not only randomness and fuzziness affect mechanism uncertainty, but 

also unascertained and grey characteristic [11, 12]. 

Unascertained information is defined as the uncertain information in subject and 

cognition. It can be used in decision making but cannot yet be ascertained due to some 

difficulties. This kind of uncertainty may be neither randomness nor fuzziness, and the 

policy maker cannot understand them clearly for the limitation of conditions, or the 

information gained which is not enough to identify quantity relation of real state. In actual 

unascertained structural analysis, the uncertainty of structural physical parameters and 

geometrical dimensions are commonly considered as pure randomness and the equivalent 

values of unascertained variables are fitted to some typical random distributing models. 

However, affected by multifactor, the gained information is not always pure and 

consummate random ones in the engineering practice, especially in case of small sample 

size (Antenna structures are so, usually in single piece or small-batch factories.). If they 

are treated as random variables, it is difficult to obtain their probability distribution 

functions; even if certain probability distribution types are manmade, the following 

complex calculations are approximate and this simplification usually results in obvious 

difference between computed result and actual one. So it is necessary to study the analytic 

model and solution of unascertained structure in order to obtain safer and more reliable 

computed result. 

With the consideration that large satellite antenna is expensive equipment, single 

piece and lack of statistic data, this paper employs a model based on unascertained 

information to do the research of mechanism motion reliability. Analysis is done to the 

main failure modes of some umbrella satellite antenna rotation joint during movement and 

has a conclusion that there are two parallel performance functions in the failure of rotation 

joint. The location relationship of deployment mechanism in every deploying process is 

analyzed and the specific expressions of the active moment and the resistance moment of 

rotation joint in various stages are founded, so that the possible value and confidence of 

the performance function according to moment are both analyzed according to the 

unascertained theory. With the integral of the active moment and the resistance moment in 

various stages on the rotation degree, the expressions of the active work and the resistance 

work in various deploying stage are gained. Furthermore, the possible value and 

confidence of the performance function according to work is calculated. The proper 

combination of the confidence from two performance functions is the reliability of the 

rotation joint. 

1.   The Deployment Mechanism of Umbrella Antenna 

1.1  The Deployment Mechanism Analysis 

The rotation joint studied in this paper is a rotation hinge in the deployment mechanism of 

a satellite umbrella antenna. It consists of rotating joints, glide wheels, radial ribs, and 

hauling wire ropes. There are sixteen uniform rotation hinges in the whole deployment 

mechanism. Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the initial and middle stage in the deployment 

of a rotation hinges respectively. As a rotation joint to transmit movement, except the 

needs of the strength and stiffness reliability, the motion reliability should also be satisfied 
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obviously. Only the 16 rotating joints realize the motion functions at the same time, the 

antenna can deploy all right. Therefore, from the view of reliability logical relations, this 

model is in serial. The following single rotation joint reliability analysis is done with the 

condition that the O point, which is the center of the antenna rib rotation, is considered as 

the center of moment during the entire deployment process. 

1.2  Failure Analysis of Motion Function of Rotating Joint 

 In the initial stage of deployment, the work of the active moment and the resistance 

moment are both zero. It appears that the deployment mechanism is failure. However, as 

long as the active moment is greater than the resistance moment at this time, there is no 

failure of rotating joint. 

If the active moment is 

provided by general 

spring or torsional 

spring and the potential 

energy of springs 

translates into the 

kinetic energy of 

rotation joint, the 

motion function of 

rotation joint is lost 

according to the 

performance function of 

work when the joint 

rotates to some position, although the resistance moment may be greater than the active 

moment. Nevertheless, according to the performance function of work, this joint could be 

normal because the driving work could be greater than the resistance work at this time. 

Therefore, it is not intact to determine the reliability of rotation joint only according to 

moment or work. The two conditions should be considered as parallel connection, that is 

to say, the motion function is ineffective only when the two conditions are not satisfied 

simultaneously. 

As a motion mechanism using motor as the source of power, the active moment 

output is continuous and steady within its rated power compared to using spring, which 

would cause smaller driving moment, even smaller than resistance moment, with larger 

rotating degree, at the last stage of deploying. Therefore, the motion reliability can be 

calculated according to moment to the motion mechanism with motor power. When the 

resistance moment increased suddenly, the motion reliability should be calculated 

according to work. The motion function may not fail if only one of the two performance 

function failures happens. 

2 Unascertained Information and Unascertained Factor [12] 

Definition 1: Let x be element desiring to be known, S be a nonempty set (cantor set), U 

be “x lies in set S”, A be “x lies in set S, and the possibility of e∈S is αe , with 0≤αe≤1”, 

hence U can be obtained from A, therefore A is information. If ∑αe=1, then A is called 

random information; if ∑αe=α≤1, then A is called unascertained information.  

From the definition 1, it can be seen that random information is a special case of 

unascertained information, which is based on random trial and commonly depicts future 

things impersonally. Its total confidence is 1, which indicates the whole trial result is 

known. If the trial result is incomplete, the trial is not random, and the information of this 

Figure1: Mechanism startups Figure 2: Mechanism deploys 
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background is not random but unascertained. 

Definition 2: For any closed interval [a,b], a=x1<x2<…<xn=b ， there are 

( ) ( )


 ==

=
other

nixx
x

ii

,0

,,2,1, …α
ϕ  and ∑

=

≤=
n

i

i

1

1αα , then it is called that [a,b] 

and ϕ(x) constitute an n-order unascertained rational number denoted as [[a,b], ϕ(x)]. α, 

[a,b] and ϕ(x) are total confidence, possible interval of the unascertained rational number 

and distribution density function of confidence, respectively. 

In definition 2, when n=1 and α=1, the unascertained number is transformed to real 

one. After m times of deformation trials, we get an n-order unascertained number (n is the 

number of trial result obtained without repeating and n≤m). The closer is n to m, the 

higher is the uncertain lever of the number. A smaller n indicates the uncertain lever is 

lower, namely, trial results concentrate more. If m times of trials obtain a same result, then 

n=1, which shows that the trial number is a certain real one, and the confidence is 100%. 

One can refer to [12] for some basic operation rules of unascertained information. 

3  Reliability Analysis of Deployment Mechanism 

3.1  The Ultimate State Equation of Moment 

When rotation angle of joint is θ, the performance function ZM according to moment can 

be expressed as 

( ) ( )M a rZ M Mθ θ= − ,                            (1) 

2

( )
9 ( )

m a
a

M r
M

tg d
θ

λ ρ
=

′+
,                          (2) 

where ( )aM θ  is active moment, mM  is reducer output torque; ar  is the bush radius 

of rotation joint; 2d  is turning diameter of screw rod; λ  is helix angle; ρ′  is induced 

friction angle. The Resistance moment ( )rM θ  is calculated as follows: 

(1) At the start moment, the resistance moment generated by static friction force can 

be dented as 

1 1
( ) 2 ( )r r r rM F f rθ θ= ;                            (3) 

(2) At the continuous deploying phase before 

the netting straining, the resistance moment 

generated by kinetic friction force, can be denoted 

as 

2 2
( ) 2 ( )r r r rM F f rθ θ= .                  (4)

       

(3) At the continuous deploying phase after the 

netting straining, the resistance moment is mainly 

generated by the netting tensile force, and its 

computing expression can be analyzed as follows 

[13]: 

Considering the parabolic radian of rib at 

antenna radial being small, we treat it as straight 

rib. Figure 3 shows the antenna netting deploying 

sketch drawing. According to solid geometry, when flare angle is θ and the distance of 

 
Figure 3: Deploying sketch drawing 
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wire netting to rotation point is x, we can get the length of two adjacent ribs 

2 sin cosL x bθ β= + . 

Supposing wire netting is at critical state at flare angle mθ  when wire nettings just 

tighten to the full without any elastic deformation; when mθ θ≥ , the length of two 

adjacent ribs increases by L∆ . According to mechanics of materials, the wire netting will 

generate tension N: 

LEA
N

L

∆
= . 

From the above relational expressions, we can derive the tension in a unit of wire 

netting x from wire netting rotation point: 

2 cos (sin sin )

2 sin cos

m

m

Eax dx
dN

x b

β θ θ
θ β

−
=

+
. 

The component force of this tension along rib is: 

1 2 cos sindF dN β θ= .                         (5) 

The component force of this tension in the vertical direction of rib is: 

2 2 cos cosdF dN β θ= .                         (6) 

The component force along rib will become positive pressure, which acts finally on 

the contact point of joint kinematic pair by the transfer of rib. While the component force 

in the vertical of rib will generate torque on rotation point, expressed as: 

2 2 cos cosdM xdN β θ= .                       (7) 

According to formulas (5) and (7), we can obtain the resistance moment on joint 

because of the tension of wire netting: 

0 02

0 02

1 2( ) 2 2

2 sin 2 cos

x x
x xn r r

x x
x xr r

M f r dF xdW

Nf r dx xN dx

θ

θ θ

∫ ∫

∫ ∫

= +

= +
,          (8) 

with 
2 cos (sin sin )

2 sin cos b

m

m

Eax
N

x

β θ θ
θ β

−
=

+
. 

Considering the kinetic friction moment, the total resistance moment at this phase can 

be denoted as: 

2 2 2
0 0

( ) 2 ( ) 2 sin 2 cos
x x

r r r r r r
x x

M F f r Nf r dx xN dxθ θ θ θ= + +∫ ∫ ,      (9) 

where rr  is radius of axle;
1r

F  and 
2r

F  are wire preload; 
1r

f  and 
2r

f  are 

coefficients of static and kinetic friction between screw joint axle and muff separately; x0 

and x1 are the coordinates of upper and down points of net connection on antenna 

unfolded rib; E is modulus of elasticity for tension of wire netting and a is thickness of net; 

θm is critical angle when the net strains; β  is half of interior angle of NGon composed 

of joints; b is the distance of two adjacent joints. 

Considering the undulatory property of the output moment of motor, inhomogeneity 

of material parameters and manufacture tolerance of structural dimensional, parameters 

1SF , 
1r

f , 
2r

f , 
1h

r , 
2hr , ar , and rr , are all considered as unascertained variables. 
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From the relational expressions above, the active moment ( )aM θ  and the resistance 

moment ( )rM θ  are functions of unascertained variables. 

For every deployment stage, we can get performance function 

[[ , ], ( )]l u

M M M MiZ Z Z Zϕ=  based on operations of unascertained rational number, 

where 
l

M
Z and 

u

M
Z  are upper and lower bounds of performance 

function 2( , , , )M m a rZ g M r r d= ; 1 2

l u

M M M Mi Mn MZ Z Z Z Z Z= < < < < < =� � ; 

( )MiZϕ  is confidence distribution density function of MiZ . Consequently, the 

confidence of single rotation joint accomplishing rotating task is 

0

P ( 0) ( )
Mi

M M Mi

Z

Z Zϕ
>

> = ∑ .                       (10) 

3.2  The Ultimate State Equation of work 

 If the rotation angle of joint is θ, the performance function ZW according to work can 

be denoted as 

0 0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )W a r a rZ W W M d M d
θ θ

θ θ
θ θ θ θ θ θ= − = −∫ ∫ ,       (11) 

where ( )aW θ  and ( )rW θ  are active work and resistance work respectively. 

The resistance work ( )rW θ , namely integral 
0

( )rM d
θ

θ
θ θ∫ , should be calculated 

with different phase. 

(1) In transitory phase after the rotation joint starting (θ0≤θ≤θ1), 

1 1 1
0 0

( ) 2 ( )r r r r rM d W F f r d
θ θ

θ θ
θ θ θ θ= =∫ ∫ ;                   (12) 

(2) Continue deploying phase before the net straining (θ1≤θ≤θm), 

2 2 2
1 1

( ) 2 ( )r r r r rM d W F f r d
θ θ

θ θ
θ θ θ θ= =∫ ∫ ;                   (13) 

(3) Continue deploying phase after the net straining (θm≤θ≤θ2, x0≤x≤x1), 

2 2 2
( ) 2 ( ) 2 sin

2 cos

m m
r r r r r rM d F f r d Nf r dxd

xN dxd

θ θ

θ θ
θ θ θ θ θ θ

θ θ

= + +∫ ∫ ∫∫

∫∫
.   (14) 

In the whole rotation process of single joint, total resistance work ( )rM θ  is the 

sum of three terms above, namely: 

2 2 1

1 2 2 2
1 0

2 1

0

( ) 2 2 sin

2 cos

m

m

x

r r r r r r r
x

x

x

W W F f r d Nf r dxd

xN dxd

θ θ

θ θ

θ

θ

θ θ θ θ

θ θ

= + + +∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫
.   (15) 

Because ( )aM θ  and ( )rM θ are unascertained variables, so are ( )aW θ  

and ( )rW θ . From the expression (11), we can get [[ , ], ( )]l u

W W W WiZ Z Z Zϕ=  based on 
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operations of unascertained rational number, where 
l

WZ  and 
u

WZ  are upper and lower 

bounds of performance function 2( , , , )W m a rZ g M r r d= ; 

1 2

l u

W W W Wi Wn WZ Z Z Z Z Z= < < < < < =� � ; ( )WiZϕ  is confidence distribution density 

function of 
WiZ . Consequently, the confidence of single rotation joint accomplishing 

rotating task is 

0

P ( 0) ( )
Wi

W W Wi

Z

Z Zϕ
>

> = ∑ .                       (16) 

4 Reduction of Order 

In the operating process of unascertained rational numbers, the number of variable in 

confidence distribution function increases quickly and the computing efficiency drops 

along with the complexity of the system increasing. Therefore, it is essential to reduce the 

order of unascertained numbers. Common methods include merging point s with small 

confidence method, compressing possible interval method, and mixing method and so on 

[12]. For the convenience of procedure realization and high computational efficiency, the 

method of merging points with small confidence is adopted in this paper. 

Let [ ] ( )1, ,n nA x x xϕ =    be an unascertained number with 

, ( 1, 2, , )
( )

0,

i ia x x i n
x

other
ϕ

= =
= 


�

, 0 1ia< ≤ , i=1,2,…,n and 

1

1
n

i

i

α α
=

= ≤∑ . If 

( )1 / 2nx x x= + , then 1 2 1k k nx x x x x x+< < < < < < <� � . If ( )ix rϕ ≤  

(usually r≤0.01) is true, the confidence of ix  can be considered as a small quantity, so 

ix  can be canceled and the confidence ( )i ix aϕ =  can be added to the point on the left 

or right of ix . Algorithm is as follows: 

(1) if 2 1i k≤ ≤ − , let ( )1 1i i ix a aϕ + += + , and delete ix  simultaneously ; 

(2) if i k=  or 1i k= + , let ( ) 1k kx a aϕ += + , and delete kx  or 1kx +  

simultaneously; 

(3) if 1 1k i n+ < ≤ − , let ( )1 1i i ix a aϕ − −= + , and delete ix  simultaneously; 

If ( )ix rϕ > , the possible value and corresponding confidence are kept changeless. 

Thus it can be seen that the above reducing process does not delete x1 and xn, hence the 

interval of unascertained variables is changeless. Aside from x1 and xn, the confidences of 

other non-zero faith degree points are all greater than r and the order of original 

unascertained variables decreases, which is convenient for practical application and data 

management. 

5 Results and Discussion 

Putting all following parameters of satellite antenna deployment mechanism into 

computing expressions, the active moment, resistance moment, active work and resistance 

work of single rotation joint can be calculated. Figures 4-5 show the change curves of four 

results varying with deployment angle. Figure 6 shows curves of two kinds of 

performance functions ZM and ZW according to moment and work respectively. From the 
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computing rules of parallel models, the motion reliability of single rotation joint can be 

got from two parallel reliability models. Figure 7 shows the distribution density function 

of confidence and cumulative confidence of ZM and ZW values. 

6.05661λ = ° ; 8.827ρ′ = ° ; 0 1.3265( )radθ≤ ≤ ; 1
0.24rf =

; 2
0.15rf =

; 1 2
19.6( )r rF F N= =

0 0θ =
;

3

1 1.7453 10 ( )radθ −= ×
;

1.2369( )m radθ =
; 2 1.3265( )radθ =

; 0 0.06( )x m=

3

1 1.9 1.85 10 ( )x m
−= + ×

;
7 20.2 10 ( / )E N m= × ;

30.1 10 ( )a m
−= × ; 78.75β = �

.  

Table 1 lists values and corresponding confidences of unascertained rational numbers. 
Table 1: Values and corresponding confidences of unascertained variables 

Unascertainedvariable Mm(N·m) 28 30 32 other 

Confidence ( )xMm
ϕ  0.2 0.6 0.2 0 

Unascertained variable ra(m) 0.0498 0.05 0.0504 other 

Confidence ( )xra
ϕ  0.2 0.7 0.1 0 

Unascertained variable d2(m) 0.023 0.024023 0.025 other 

Confidence ( )
2

xdϕ  0.13 0.73 0.14 0 

Unascertained variable rr(m) 0.00403 0.0040375 0.004045 other 

Confidence ( )xrr
ϕ  0.1 0.8 0.1 0 
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Figure 4: The change curves of active moment and 
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Figure 5: The change curves of active work and  
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Figure 6: Curves of performance functions ZM  

         and ZW 
Figure 7: The confidence and cumulative  

         confidence of ZM and ZW      

From the computing results, it can be seen that: 

(1) In three phases of antenna deploying, the active moment, resistance moment and 
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their works have different trends, and performance function values have corresponding 

variations. At the beginning phase, the resistance moment is large due to effect of static 

friction, but it is always smaller than active moment. The active work and resistance work 

are very small. The reliability needs to be calculated according to moment, and its value is 

1. Along with continuous deploying, the resistance moment is almost invariant before 

antenna netting straining. At the same time, the active work and resistance work increase 

together, but the trend of active work increasing is greater than that of the resistance work 

increasing. In the process from the antenna straining to deploying completely, the 

resistance moment increases suddenly owing to the effect of net tensile force, but the 

active moment keeps unchanged. So the values of performance function according to 

moment descend rapidly. Thus, the resistance work trends to increase. But due to the 

accumulative action of work, the descending trend of ZW is smaller than ZM, and ZW 

exceeds ZM.  

(2) The maximum confidence of 0
M

Z >  and 0
W

Z > are both 0.24528, and 

cumulative confidence is 1. Comprehensively considering these two factors, the 

confidence of deployment by using of paralleling model is 1 (1 )(1 )
M W

P P P= − − − = 1. 

In the computing process of motion reliability, when parameters take values of maximum 

confidences, the biggest confidences of performance function values when mechanism 

deploys safely, which indicates that the higher confidence of parameter taking values, the 

higher confidence of its corresponding performance function values.  

(3) The analysis model and result of certain mechanism are different from that of 

unascertained mechanism; the former is a special case when the uncertainty of each 

unascertained variable is zero in latter. Obviously, when either of structural physical 

parameters and geometrical dimensions are uncertain, the conventional certain analysis 

models and methods can do nothing, but mechanism analysis models and methods based 

on unascertained information work well. 

6 Conclusions 

(1) Mechanics analysis was conducted on the deployment mechanism of a satellite 

umbrella antenna, and reliability analysis model based on unascertained information is 

built, which provides theoretical basis for motion reliability research of large complex 

mechanism with limited test data. 

(2) Motion function reliability of deployment mechanism in deploying process of antenna 

is predicted. The trend of results is relatively in line with the one from deployment 

simulation test process, which indicates the reasonableness and effectiveness of the 

proposed reliability analysis model. 

(3) The method proposed in this paper embarks from the actual data, makes full use of the 

objective unascertained information, and overcomes the limitation of random method for 

which it is difficult to ensure the distribution model of small sample size. It is not 

necessary to fit some distribution model, which avoids error from curve fitting and makes 

the computed results close to actual ones. 
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